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The Tilt&Turn hardware system for windows and balcony doors shaping
the industry once again
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Together into the future

Roto NX: always the right decision
■■ New at Roto Roto kicks off 2018 with the introduction of a new Tilt&Turn
hardware system for PVC and timber windows. It contains everything that win
dow manufacturers value in Roto NT, the world’s best selling Tilt&Turn hardware
system. And many new features, which make window production more efficient
and Tilt&Turn windows even more attractive.
What does the future hold? Window manufacturers can certainly expect customers
with growing demands for burglary protection, home automation, the size and the
design of w
 indows. There will surely also be the need to make production more economical and to continually streamline production processes. With the new Roto NX
Tilt&Turn hardware system, window manufacturers will be more than equipped to
calmly face these r equirements. After all, Roto NX supports window manufacturers
who want to produce high-quality and reliable windows economically and will – like
its predecessors – shape the market. Fabricators of Roto NT who switch to Roto NX
will therefore once again invest in a secure future.
You can find more information on the new features introduced with Roto NX from
page 3 onwards in this magazine or on the Roto website, where comprehensive product information is available to download. Roto sales representatives and Roto Lean
experts will support you in planning to switch to Roto NX.

&&  Find more information on the Roto NX Tilt&Turn

hardware system here

www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-nx/

Efficiency
The new Roto NX Tilt&Turn hardware system enables quick work and minimises sources of error in production and when installing windows and balcony
doors. This is ensured, for example, by minimised installation effort in the
window production and the reduced part variety, which significantly lowers
the storage and logistics expenditure.

Security
New functionalities in the Roto NX, such as the TiltSafe hardware, expand
the burglary protection available for Tilt&Turn windows. Even a tilted Roto NX
TiltSafe window offers burglary inhibition in accordance with RC 2. Homeowners who prefer to sleep with the windows tilted or like to keep them tilted when
leaving the house will appreciate this additional security. Roto NX also makes
a statement in daily heavy-duty work: the new Roto NX hinge side for PVC
windows supports sash weights of up to 130 kg even in the standard version.

Comfort
Every Roto NX window offers an additional ventilation function for a balanced
room climate via the integrated night ventilation. Added comfort for the user:
when turning the handle into the tilt position, the night ventilation position is
activated automatically as soon as the window handle reaches 135°. Despite
the added feature, the user continues to use the familiar operating sequence.
Roto NX has even more to offer: users can now ventilate their rooms effortlessly via the electronic control system. To achieve this, Roto NX is simply
combined with the Roto E-Tec Drive. If required, this solution can also be
integrated into a smart home system.

Design
A beautiful window stands out thanks to its well-designed details. The
concealed screws, subtle cover caps and high-grade powder coatings
of the Roto NX underline the attractive window design. For example, the
hinge side is now also available as a powder-coated titanium surface.

■■ New at Roto

■■ New at Roto

■■ Why Roto?

Roto Solid C door hinge:
clear design, safely and
conveniently fitted

Roto Con Orders:
Roto Patio Alversa
integrated

In conversation with
Mike Piqeur:
a benchmark in
product quality

Ventanas Arsan, Spain:
innovations welcome
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In conversation
An interview with

Roto Inside: What sets Roto NX apart from
Roto NT?

Dr Eckhard Keill,
Chairman of the
Board of Directors
of Roto Frank AG

Roto Inside: Dr Keill, at the international
Trade Press Day a few days ago, you
announced that a new Tilt&Turn hardware
system called Roto NX will be available
from early 2018. Why the move away
from Roto NT, the world’s best selling
Tilt&Turn hardware?
Dr Keill: We aren’t “moving away” at all. The
global market leader for Tilt&Turn hardware is
making the next big step forward in development, and all those who have been working
with Roto NT so far can continue to do so or
easily switch to the high-performance Roto NX
range. The history of this company is marked
by milestones such as these: Wilhelm Frank
invented Roto N, the first Tilt&Turn hardware to
be industrially produced, in 1935. That was the
beginning of a unique success story. Decades
ago, the Roto Rekord range followed Roto N,
and later on Roto Axial, Roto Centro, Roto
Centro 100 and finally the Roto NT programme.
They all shaped the market at the time. And
now we are making the next big step – towards
Roto NX.

Dr Keill: With this new Tilt&Turn system, Roto
will offer a future-proof hardware system that
will once again shape the market. It is designed
for simplified installation, expanded for increased burglary protection and ideally suited
to modern window design and heavy sashes
even in the standard version. Important Roto NT
components were integrated into the new system with changed functionality and even better
quality. Roto NX makes window production and
installation even more efficient and reliable.
Roto has stayed true to its philosophy of being
“close to the customer”. The new range fulfils
the current and future requirements of our customers. We have invested a lot so that we can
continue to offer the best possible hardware for
Tilt&Turn windows and a high delivery reliability.
And, of course, so that we can continue to contribute towards the economic success of our
customers. Roto NX therefore fulfils the key requests of window manufacturers and will shape
the market, just like Roto Centro and Roto NT
did. That is why we are certain that Roto NX will
receive an enthusiastic response, too.
Roto Inside: What makes you so sure?
Dr Keill: Speaking to our customers. For example, during both the 2014 and 2016 Fensterbau
Frontale trade fairs, we had a “House of Ideas”
(Haus der Ideen) at the Roto exhibition stand.
There we spoke with window manufacturers
about new product concepts. We double-
checked whether we had correctly understood

the demands of the market and whether Roto’s
designs were on the right path forward. We
were blown away by hugely positive feedback
in 2016. As a result, we decided to launch the
new Roto NX Tilt&Turn hardware system at this
point in time.
Roto Inside: You emphasise that Roto NX
will be available worldwide in early 2018.
That sounds like a lot of work and effort.
Dr Keill: Over the past few months, we have
actually fitted all Roto Group factories that
produce Roto NT with new tools so that they are
already producing Roto NX, too. We will start to
stock warehouses worldwide in January 2018.
Interested customers can then begin switching
over to the new product range immediately.
Those who want to wait until a later date will
continue to be supplied with the proven Roto NT
components.
Roto Inside: So manufacturers who are less
spontaneous can check out the new system
at Fensterbau Frontale?
Dr Keill: It goes without saying that we will
use the trade fair to advise our customers on
Roto NX. As you know, new launches are hardly
shrouded in secrecy in this sector. There are a
number of window manufacturers who still remember the switch from Centro 100 to Roto NT
and how they immediately benefited from this
change. Those customers would have liked to
make the switch sooner rather than later once
we started hinting at this new system, based on
the motto: once a Roto customer, always ahead.

Roto Inside: Those who act fast must have
a lot of trust in the design and production
quality of Roto …
Dr Keill: Trust that we have surely earned.
Roto NX surpasses all previous models in terms
of design quality, durability, material and surface
quality. That has been proven and certificated.
We are therefore quite certain that our existing
and future customers will soon use exclusively
Roto NX.
Roto Inside: How long do you think it will
take until all Roto NT users have switched
over to the new range?
Dr Keill: With its superior quality, Roto NX will
impress users very quickly and will subsequently become the new standard in the sector.
Speaking of standards – this is perhaps the
most important message: window manufacturers will set new standards for their customers
even with the Roto NX standard solutions,
because they can proactively tackle all the
important issues of the future. With Roto NX
in their windows, they satisfy the desire for
increased burglary protection, large glass surfaces and an elegant design, while at the same
time optimising their manufacturing and production processes economically. With Roto NX,
manufacturers will once again place themselves
at the forefront of development on the market.
In this respect, what was true of all its predecessors will also apply to this new Tilt&Turn
range – it will shape the global window sector.

Clear design, safely and conveniently fitted

Elegant main doors with the concealed Roto Solid C door hinge
■■ New at Roto Door manufacturers have been producing both reliable and durable connec
tions between door leaves and frames with surface-mounted and butt hinges from the
Roto Solid product range for many years. Roto now also offers solutions based on a concealed
main door hinge. With this hinge, manufacturers can satisfy the demand of many builders
for clear designs and “delicate outlines”.

The new Roto Solid C 7.140 door hinge is available in the colours silver and black. Its shape
and colour are in line with the clearly noticeable
design standard of the market. Roto develops
individual solutions adapted to the aluminium
profile for manufacturers who want to work
with this door hinge that is visionary in terms
of its aesthetics.
Impressively powerful
The new Roto Solid C door hinge carries aluminium door leaves with a weight of up to 140 kg
and an opening angle of up to 110°. The complete product name – Roto S
 olid C 7.140 – gets
to the heart of the new hinge’s essential
features: “C” for concealed, “7” for the durability corresponding to Class 7 of DIN EN 1935
and “140” for the maximum leaf weight. The
concealed door hinge has proven its effortless
durability even at 400,000 cycles. Its impressive functional life is therefore far beyond the
value set by the standard. Thanks to the self-
lubricating bush, the Roto Solid C moves any
aluminium door without ever requiring maintenance. The door hinge is suitable for burglar
inhibiting door equipment in accordance with
RC 2 and is corrosion-resistant according to
DIN EN 1670 Class 5, thereby maximising the
utility for the builder.

and unhinging the leaf is made even easier by
using the optional assembly aid kit. It contains
an air cushion, which facilitates the handling of
heavy leaves and protects them from damage,
and locking wedges, which aid installation.
The wedges fix the hinge supports in position,
so that they do not move during hinging.
Centrally adjustable
Once the door leaf is hinged, the height is
adjusted between –2 to +4 mm centrally
and quickly only at the bottommost hinge.
Thanks to the good accessibility of all hinges,
the later adjustment of the height and gasket
compression (±1.2 mm) as well as the lateral
adjustment (±3 mm) are possible without any
problems. The assembly tool – also included
in the assembly aid kit – can also be used to
loosen the spring clip again, if the leaf needs
to be unhinged again. The locking cap is also
fitted conveniently with the tool after hinging.
It is possible to order the components in the
assembly aid kit individually.
Installation video
The door hinge expert Roto also shows how to
install and adjust the Roto Solid C online, with a
QR code that can be found on every door hinge.
If installers or facility management employees
scan this code with their smartphone, the Roto
Solid C installation video opens. It gives detailed instructions on how to install and adjust
the main door easily and quickly, and is always
on hand.

Hinging and unhinging a door leaf is made even
easier by the individually available components of
the optional assembly aid kit. The kit includes an
air cushion to assist with the handling of heavy
leaves in particular, locking wedges for fixing the
hinge supports in position, and an assembly tool
for quickly loosening the spring clip, if the leaf
needs to be unhinged again.

Maintenance-free, easy to install and centrally
adjustable thanks to the self-lubricating bush:
with the new concealed Roto Solid C 7.140 door
hinge for aluminium main doors, door manufacturers create an aesthetically appealing, secure
and durable connection between leaf and frame.
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Door installation made easy
The new addition to the product range reveals
its other strengths during door installation. The
new FixClick function enables the leaf to be
hinged quickly and securely and permanently
holds the door in the support-bracket. Hinging

&&  Find more information on the new Roto Solid C 7.140 door

hinge on the Roto website

www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-solid-c/

Roto NX: always the right decision

Fensterbau
Frontale 2018
Experience Roto NX
in Hall 1, Stand 303
21st – 24th March 2018
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Innovative
Roto NX
succeeds Roto NT

Convincing, secure, flexible

Efficiency

Security

Always the
right decision

Comfort

The Roto NT range has never ceased to be modern, be
cause it has been continually developed and expanded.
With approximately half a billion Turn-Only / Tilt&Turn
sets sold, Roto is now the global market leader. Roto NT
is the world’s best selling Tilt&Turn hardware system
for windows and balcony doors. The Roto NX hardware
system is the next logical step on the part of timber and
PVC window manufacturers.
Compared with Roto NT, the system offers window manufacturers an extended application range. At the same time,
it reduces process, storage and logistics costs in production
with visionary concepts. Roto NX increases comfort and
living quality for the builder with new components. Other
new features increase the reliability in assembly and installation. In short, the Roto NX hardware system has numerous
product advantages.
The future starts now
Window manufacturers continually face new challenges and
trends. Roto is the partner by their side. Whether dealing
with the increased need for security, user-friendly home automation or the trend towards heavy, highly-insulated window
sashes – Roto NX makes it easy to manufacture windows
according to customer specifications.
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Design

Wilhelm Frank, founder of Roto, invented the first Tilt&Turn
hardware to be industrially produced more than 80 years ago,
making him one of the most important pioneers of the window sector. During his lifetime – Wilhelm Frank died in 1990 –
Roto N, the first industrially produced Tilt&Turn hardware
system, was created on the basis of his invention. Further
developments of this initial milestone followed with the Roto
Rekord, Roto Axial, Roto Centro and finally Roto NT systems.
They all stood for reliable technology, functional safety and
stability. Roto’s brand image is closely connected to the long
history of Tilt&Turn technology. A history that is now being
continued by Roto NX.
In addition to the innovations, many components of the
proven Roto NT range have been optimised for the future and
for even more customer benefits during the last two years.
Every Roto NT fabricator will immediately recognise the range
structure and workmanship of Roto NX. Familiar and proven
processes in window production and in the cooperation with
Roto stay the same. As always, the Roto Lean service assists
with the switching process at Roto. This means that window
manufacturers are advised and supported extensively by
a qualified team of experts during the switch to Roto NX.

Well-equipped for the requirements of tomorrow
Manufacturers benefit from switching to Roto NX, because
having this new Tilt&Turn hardware system in their windows
allows them to address the important issues of the future.
For example, a window manufacturer is well-equipped to
handle increasing home automation with Roto NX. If the
need for security in the house increases, Roto NX TiltSafe
windows are an impressive solution. After all, Roto is the first
hardware manufacturer to offer its customers the possibility
of manufacturing a manually operated or electronically
controlled Tilt&Turn window that enables burglary inhibition
in a ccordance with RC 2 classification even when tilted (RC 2
certificate in preparation).
Convincing through design and function
The attractive design of the new Roto NX hinge side contributes to a modern window design. The integrated night
ventilation ensures fresh air in every room as desired.
Ventilation becomes more versatile, tilting is safe for the
first time.The Roto NX hinge side supports heavy window
sashes as standard. That is why there are few alternatives
to Roto NX for those who want to produce good windows
efficiently and economically. As a result of innovations, the
programme offers an even larger variety of functions and new
possible applications.

The origins

“Let’s talk.”

House of Ideas

That was Roto’s invitation to the “House of Ideas” (Haus der Ideen) at Fensterbau Frontale 2016.
Together with window manufacturers representing the different markets, Roto wanted to evaluate new product ideas and their chances on the market. Among other issues, the focus was on the economical production of
modern windows and doors. Step by step, the new Roto NX hardware system took on a concrete shape in this think tank.
More than 90 customer groups from the USA, Russia, Poland, Mexico, the Netherlands, Germany, Austria and Switzerland,
among other countries, saw the latest ideas from Roto’s development department then: eight product concepts, each ready
for series production in its own right.
Roto only wanted to produce those products that the window experts thought had the greatest benefits for them. Valuable
suggestions from the discussions were in fact used to further develop the presented components. As three visitors who
took part in these discussions remember:

Florian Kneer

Wolfgang Bruckner

Adrian Schlumpf

Florian Kneer is the CEO of the Kneer-Südfenster Group.
With more than 300,000 window units and 7000 main doors
sold annually, the Group is among the largest companies in
the German window-fabricating industry.

Wolfgang Bruckner is the manager of Bruckner Fenster und
Türen GmbH from Austria. Keeping to his motto “We are
not interested in breaking records, but in delivering the
best quality!”, the window expert discussed the further
development of Tilt&Turn h
 ardware with Roto in the “House
of Ideas” in 2016.

Adrian Schlumpf is the COO of swisswindows AG,
a leading window and door manufacturer in Switzerland.
Among its customers are private and public builders,
architects, planners, general contractors and resellers.

Scope for the future

Promising concepts

The safe way to success

“I was especially impressed by a new hinge side
for PVC windows with a great design and reduced
installation effort that was presented in the ‘House
of Ideas’. I can’t quite remember the exact technical design, but I thought the approach was very
interesting. Despite having fewer screw fixings,
this hinge side was suitable for sash weights up
to 150 kg. That leaves enough scope, for example,
for the next two generations of energy-saving
windows. It is good to know that we can prepare
ourselves with Roto as standard.”

“With many developments I saw at the ‘House
of Ideas’ in 2016, you could tell immediately
that Roto wanted to take a big step forward.
The solutions they presented showed that Roto
wanted to further develop the hardware system
as a whole: optimised ease of installation, further
developed functionality, higher-grade appearance,
reduced storage requirements and time-saving
parts management. This was most apparent on
a new hinge side, which was all about really good
design and high loads as standard. At the same
time, the hinge side was designed to be installed
with fewer screws. We also thought a new
concept for high backset espagnolettes was very
promising. If that design is implemented, it would
significantly reduce the strain on storage in our
production facility.”

“We were immediately interested in some of the
exhibits shown in the ‘House of Ideas’ in 2016.
In the ‘House of Ideas’ we then discussed how
the RC 2 level of security could be achieved in the
tilt position. The sector needs good solutions for
burglary inhibition, but of course it also needs to
maintain the level of comfort our customers are used
to. At the time, there was still no component capable
of achieving this, but I am sure that Roto took this
idea and task home with them. I also remember discussions about the possibilities of further reducing
the variety of parts at the installation site and naturally about new options for simplifying installation.
We manufacturers are also always open to ideas for
streamlining. At the time, Roto pursued interesting
ideas for a high backset espagnolette which could be
individually configured from few components. I am
excited to see what became of this.”
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Roto NX
Targeted
innovations –
Great results

Something to be proud of
The most important innovations
at a glance

1
3

P hinge side for PVC windows with integrated night ventilation
T hinge side for timber windows with integrated night ventilation (not shown)
1

High backset espagnolette

7
8
9
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Stay bearing and
stay-bearing pin

Floating mullion
Gearbox
Lock casing

2
3

Pivot rest
Corner hinge

4

4
5

Stay arm
Stay guide

Plus lever-operated espagnolette

10

Espagnolette with one-part
connecting rod

1

11

12

8

5

2

10

3

13

14

4

9

6

TiltSafe window (in tilt position in accordance with RC 2)

2.1 Manually operated
6

5

7

2

Security striker for tilt ventilation

Lifting mishandling device

11
12

Lifting mishandling device sash component
Lifting mishandling device frame component

2.2 Electrically driven (not shown)
6

Security striker for tilt ventilation combined with
Roto E-Tec Drive (not shown)

6

Mechanical balcony door bullet catch

13
14

Bullet catch sash component
Bullet catch frame component
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1

Roto NX for more security and an attractive window design
New hinge sides for the quick production of sashes up to 150 kg
New P hinge side for PVC windows and new T hinge
side for timber windows: the new Roto NX sash stay and
pivot rests for PVC windows support sash weights of up to
130 kg even in the standard version. In addition, a hinge side
for 150 kg is available. The new titanium colour expands the
range of attractive surface-finishes.
Fewer screws, quicker production
The installation of the new Roto NX P hinge side 130 kg
requires significantly fewer screws than before. All screws
are directly concealed by the stay arm-hinge. Corner drillings
are not necessary. A uniform drill and screw pattern for all
sashes up to 130 kg reduces the installation effort. Additional
screw fixings are only fitted for sash weights above 150 kg.
The P hinge side 150 kg is attached with two easily accessible additional screws, which facilitates installation.

Intuitively operated night ventilation
During the normal operating sequence on the Tilt&Turn
window, the window handle runs through the night ventilation
position automatically at a handle position of 135°. The user
can therefore operate the night ventilation function entirely
intuitively. For users, Roto NX means increased living comfort
due to a good room climate. The night ventilation function is
integrated into the new Roto NX stay arm as standard. The
advantage for fabricators: no separate additional component
is needed.

| Stay arm

The new Roto NX stay bearings can be installed flush with
sash overlap. This creates additional space, for example for
fanlights. At the same time, sash stays and pivot rests can
be used on the left and right, which reduces the number of
items to be stored and the effort for data management.
| Stay guide

| Stay-bearing pin
| Pivot rest
| Stay bearing

| Corner hinge

2

Safe ventilation in tilt position thanks to Roto NX
Burglary inhibition up to RC 2 with the window tilted
A ground floor bedroom, the windows tilted at night?
In times of high numbers of burglaries, that thought would
make many people uneasy. As of now, window manufacturers who use the new Roto NX security components will have
an even better argument. They offer strong protection against
levering attempts even in the tilt position thanks to the optimised interaction with the security locking cams.

| Security striker
for tilt ventilation
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A Roto NX TiltSafe window fitted with the innovative Roto NX
security components offers a high degree of protection
against burglary during tilt ventilation. Burglary inhibition up
to RC 2 in tilt position is made possible by only three Roto NX
security strikers for tilt ventilation in combination with Roto
security locking cams and a lockable handle. At the same
time, owners of a Roto NX TiltSafe window achieve a high
air exchange rate for increased living comfort, thanks to a
tilt depth of up to 65 mm. And that is in addition to the good
feeling of being better protected against unwelcome guests.

Closed – turn – night ventilation – tilt
The operation of a Roto NX TiltSafe window is just as intuitive and comfortable as that of a conventional Tilt&Turn
window. Additional security and comfort without complicated
handling – a convincing argument.
Roto NX TiltSafe in the smart home
Like all components from the Roto NX hardware system,
the burglar inhibiting TiltSafe tilt position was developed
for maximum future viability. The installation of a Roto
E-Tec Drive and its integration into a smart home are no
problem with a Roto NX TiltSafe window. Regardless of
the electronic control, the security features of the window
remain completely intact.

3

Maximum flexibility with minimum storage space requirements
New high backset espagnolette in the innovative Roto NX EasyMix system
Ingeniously simple
A minimum number of items, low storage space requirements and reduced time requirements for master data
management. How does Roto NX achieve all that? The solution is simple, and all the more ingenious for it: the floating
mullion rod is disconnected from gearbox and lock casing
from a backset of 25 mm and above. The window manu
facturer can configure and order them individually.
Thanks to the EasyMix system, floating mullion rod, gearbox
and lock casing are clipped into each other completely without screws and are then securely connected.

| Gearbox

4

| Lock casing

| Floating mullion

Reliable production, quick installation
The new Roto NX Plus lever-operated espagnolette with a flat lever mechanism
The one-part connecting rod of the new Roto NX Plus lever-
operated espagnolette causes a connecting-rod movement
that is s ynchronous with the lever. The advantage: the
uniform position of the strikers in the active and passive sash
and the use of just one jig for both sashes facilitate installation and prevent confusion.

The lever of the new Roto NX Plus lever-operated espagnolette is almost at 180° in the opening position. The
espagnolette is delivered in this exact turned position, i.e.
the open position, so the fixing screw is immediately accessible. The espagnolette is quickly cropped, the sash
quickly installed.

| Plus lever-operated espagnolette

5+6

More operating convenience for windows and balcony doors
Robust and reliable with a new lifting mishandling device and a new balcony door bullet catch
In the Roto NX range of accessories, a new lifting mishandling device with a robust spring mechanism ensures
especially good reliability and durability of windows and balcony doors. The spring can be accessed through a slot in the
arm of the sash component, meaning that the lifting mishandling device can be switched back to the left or right at any
time after accidental erroneous switching. This eliminates the
need for time-consuming removal.

| Bullet catch
sash component

|B
 ullet catch frame component

The new Roto NX balcony door bullet catch also ensures
low-maintenance reliability. It works with a stable and reliable
spring structure. Thanks to its shaping, the Roto NX balcony
door bullet catch impresses with its ideal run-in characteristics and high retaining force for convenient operation. The
height adjustment of the sash component by 7 mm facilitates
installation. The position of the frame and sash components
can be perfectly matched.

|L
 ifting mishandling device
frame component

| Lifting mishandling device sash component
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Thanks to its high performance
in windows and balcony doors,
its efficient processing in window production and the various
benefits for the end-user, the
new Roto NX Tilt&Turn hardware
system offers all window manuClose to the
facturers the ideal conditions for
customer
their success with customers
and on the market – now and in
future. Wherever new trends emerge, Roto ensures quickly
and definitively that fabricators of Roto NX are at the forefront of technology and design. After all, Roto plans and
designs together with its customers, for its customers.

Today and
tomorrow

Roto NX
The Tilt&Turn hardware system for windows and
balcony doors shaping the industry once again

Ready – set – plan!

Roto Patio Alversa integrated in Roto Con Orders
■■ New at Roto Window manufacturers all around the world
use the web-based Roto Con Orders hardware configurator
and value it as a planning tool. Around 400 configurations
are created every day. Since the beginning of this year, it
also includes the data of the Roto Patio Alversa universal
hardware for PVC, timber and aluminium Parallel Sliding and
Tilt&Slide systems.
Roto Con Orders is available online in 17 languages. It only
takes a few short clicks to individually compile window and door
hardware. As a result, the user receives exact parts lists including technical illustrations of the hardware solution. They can be
exported in various data formats, enabling them to be integrated
into offers and orders. All you need to use Roto Con Orders is a
computer and an Internet connection.

Errors are ruled out
An integrated plausibility check of each configuration ensures
maximum reliability when compiling hardware: all parameters
are dynamically compared to each other so that each configuration produces only a technically correct result. Roto Con Orders
does not output building elements outside the permissible
dimensions or hardware components that are not compatible
with each other.
Since this spring, fabricators of the Roto Patio Alversa portfolio
also benefit from this added planning security. The complete
specifications of all system components are stored in the configurator. If a Parallel Sliding or Tilt&Slide solution is planned,
Con Orders automatically shows the available options you can
choose from, such as the different ventilation functions. All four

versions – KS, PS, PS Air and PS Air Com – are compiled for all
profile materials so that planning on the familiar user interface
can start immediately.
Flexible, secure, up-to-date
Accessing Roto Con Orders for the first time and using it every
day is very easy. After registering at http://ftt.roto-frank.com,
the hardware configurator is activated and users initially have
access to demo data. Each user is supported by a Roto Key
User, who creates the customer-specific hardware data in Roto
Con Orders in the next step. Following the subsequent login,
the customers then work with their customised hardware data
and can upload their own material lists and prices via the web
interface at any time. The Roto sales representative responsible
for the customer provides the link to the Roto Key User.
Roto Con Orders allows several users with individual accounts
to access the same data pool, enabling them to work on
planning together. This can also be done locally and on the go,
as Roto Con Orders can be conveniently used on tablets and
smartphones thanks to the responsive design. The configurator
automatically ensures that users are always working with the
most up-to-date data. Updates, such as the integration of new
hardware or a possible product change by the user, are carried
out automatically and saved 24/7 in the system.
Support
Frequently asked questions are answered in the support area and
the manual is available for download as a PDF. User questions
are sent directly to the central Roto ticket system via the support
function in Roto Con Orders, with an average response time of
two working days.

Quickly plan hardware for windows and external doors with Roto
Con Orders. Since this spring, fabricators of Roto Patio Alversa have
also been benefiting from the planning security and high operating
Roto Con Orders enables several users with individual accounts to access configurations that have already been created. Thanks to its responsive

convenience of this web-based hardware configurator. The data for

design, Roto Con Orders can also be used on tablets and smartphones. That means it is possible to create a new plan or edit a saved configuration

the four versions of the Parallel Sliding and Tilt&Slide system for PVC,

anywhere and anytime.

timber and aluminium elements is stored in the configurator.

Roto Inside in conversation with Mike Piqeur

Ten out of ten points: a benchmark in product quality
■■ Why Roto? How good are we, how good
are our products really? Usually only those
who have a neutral third party ask this ques
tion receive an honest answer. That is why in
early 2017, Roto employed the internationally
experienced consulting firm IMP to research
customer satisfaction in the UK. IMP asked
40 leading window and door manufacturers
about the strengths and weaknesses of their
hardware supplier. Mike Piqeur, General
Manager Western Europe at Roto, was highly
satisfied with the results.
Roto received the best rating in the entire sector
for the “product quality” category of the s urvey.
Of the manufacturers who took part in the
survey, 71% gave nine or even ten out of ten

points. When asked about the ease of installation, the result was similarly positive. “I am
very happy with the result, especially that for
product quality. It is a confirmation that Roto is
seen as the company who sets the benchmark.
Window manufacturers in the UK also see product quality as the main factor when deciding
for or against a partner,” explains Mike Piqeur.
Product quality above all
But what exactly is the basis of Roto being
perceived as a leader in product quality? “Roto
ensures the high quality of the end product by
consistently focussing the entire company and
all processes on securing maximum quality.
From product development, to design, the purchase of materials and of course in production,

“If Roto is considered to be the benchmark for product quality in the UK, for
example, then that is no coincidence,” explains Mike Piqeur, General Manager of
Western Europe. “Product quality plays a key role at Roto from the first idea to

all steps from the idea to series production are
checked over and over again to make sure that
they fulfil the high requirements of our ‘german
made’ concept.”
Clear focus from the beginning
To achieve this, all experts and departments
involved are engaged in a very early phase of
the innovation process. “That way, everybody
knows early on what they need to contribute
to make sure that we can guarantee high quality in the end.” Whether these contributions
can be made as planned is continually checked
during development. Can the Purchasing
department guarantee the necessary materials
in the required quality and correct quantity at
the specified time? Do prototype tests prove
that the new components or the new range are
good enough to almost completely eliminate
the possibility of complaints for the finished
window? Even products that have been in
series production for years are consistently
subject to thorough quality checks.

series production.”

“I can honestly say that sometimes even I am
surprised by the requirements that Roto teams
place on their work,” admits Mike Piqeur. “Take

the finding and selection of suppliers, for example. Roto has a comprehensive qualification
process that is almost unique in the sector. That
way we ensure that the quality of our products
is impressive right from the source. Those who
become Roto suppliers are considered to be
absolutely recommendable.”
Not a matter of fact, but hard work
According to Mike Piqeur, the Roto ITC, the
International Technology Centre, in Leinfelden
plays a key role in consistent quality control.
All semi-finished and finished parts and series-produced products are tested in continuous
operation on the around 1400 square metres of
this test laboratory. “And the ITC does not just
carry out tests according to any criteria. This
testing laboratory is officially certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025, meaning that
it itself is regularly checked to see whether it is
working as a neutral institute according to international standards and requirements. In short:
the quality valued not just by our customers in
the UK is no accident, but rather the result of
omnipresent quality checks and is designed into
the products at Roto from the very beginning,
so to speak.”
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Ventanas Arsan, Spain

A lifetime of windows
■■ PVC ■ Aluminium José Antonio Arnaiz
San Emeterio is a window manufacturer
through and through. He has dedicated his
entire professional life to developing and
producing windows. At only 15 years old,
he set up his first own workshop, followed
by the foundation of the company Ventanas
Arsan 23 years ago. Even after 45 years in
the business, the window experts still takes
delight in new developments.
“I started working at a window manufacturer
when I was 14 years old and quickly realised
that it would be my future. Afterwards, the decision to found my own company came naturally,”
explains José Antonio Arnaiz San Emeterio.
In 1994, he laid the groundwork for Ventanas
Arsan in Heras in the northern Spanish region
of Cantabria. “To this day, our products can be
found mainly in buildings here in Cantabria, in
the neighbouring Basque Country and the other
bordering regions.”
A team of currently 34 employees produces
between 12,000 and 14,000 window units each
year in Heras, about 80% of which are PVC systems and 20% made from aluminium. They are
sold both in their own stores and through the
northern Spanish window trade. The main customer base is formed largely of private homeowners and builders. “Our customers value our
high level of delivery reliability. The owner receives the window they ordered within a week,
usually even faster than that. In addition, we
offer a wide range of products, which includes
windows with high burglary protection.”

Imprint
Touch, test, sell
To be able to fully present this varied product
range, Ventanas Arsan recently opened its
own new showroom in Heras. “Presenting
our products with exhibits has always been
an essential part of our sales strategy. It is
simply much easier to experience the functionality and look of a window on the product
than when only leafing through a brochure.
In this way, the builder has a much better feel
for how much convenience there can be in a
modern window.”
Open to new ideas
The fact that Ventanas Arsan’s window systems impress so many customers in a practical
test is also to do with the self-image of the
people in the company. Together they are
always looking for opportunities for improvement. As the company’s founder explains:
“Our team is always open to new solutions
and ideas from suppliers.” It is no wonder
then, that Ventanas Arsan was one of the
first window manufacturers in the country to
switch the production of its Parallel Sliding
system to the new Roto Patio Alversa. “We
have worked with Roto for around six years.
When Agustín Cánepa, our contact at Roto,
introduced us to the new universal hardware
for Parallel Sliding and Tilt&Slide systems at
the end of 2016, I was won over immediately.
After a short testing period, we then integrated the Roto Patio Alversa | PS Parallel Sliding
solution into our production. Its night ventilation, which is not visible from the outside,
is a good argument when advising builders.”
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This parallel sliding element is fitted with Roto Patio Alversa | PS and could not be missed from the newly

In 1994, José Antonio Arnaiz San Emeterio founded the company Ventanas Arsan in Heras. His windows and

opened Ventanas Arsan showroom.

service are valued by builders all over Cantabria and the bordering regions.

Union Ltd., China

Roto takes over the manufacturer of components and semi-finished products
■■ New at Roto In autumn 2017, Roto Frank AG acquired
Union Ltd., an established manufacturer of components and
semi-finished parts for window and door hardware based
to the south of Shanghai. The acquisition of the specialist
company, which had been family-owned thus far, was based
on a well-established business relationship. For years, Union
Ltd. has been supplying zinc diecast parts and cast aluminium
parts for Roto and other companies in the Chinese market. The
company’s around 450 employees can carry out various pres
sure die-casting and injection moulding procedures, as well as
the powder coating of steel and aluminium components.
In the short term, the management responsibility at Union will
be transferred to Roto, but Union Ltd. will remain independent
and will not be integrated into the Roto Group. This decision
is necessary, as Union Ltd. also acts as a supplier for c ompetitors
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of the Roto Group, for whom the Chinese producer should remain a reliable partner.
Dr Eckhard Keill, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Roto
Frank AG, emphasises that not least of all the investment
in a Chinese company should underpin the fact that Roto
firmly advocates international free trade and opposes isolation.
Michael Stangier, Chief Financial Officer of Roto Frank AG,
emphasises the strong financial position of Roto Frank AG,
which makes it possible to consistently further expand internationally and also via acquisitions. “With this, the Roto Group,
which in 2016 had around 4500 employees and a turnover of
EUR 622 million, demonstrates its global economic stability,
even when the situation is difficult in certain markets. This
stability makes Roto especially appealing to many customers
and business partners.”

The Chinese company Union Ltd., which was acquired by
Roto Frank AG, has around 450 employees. The company produces
components and semi-finished parts for window and door hardware
to the south of Shanghai.

